
All Gone  
In A Flash. 
Now Recovered 
In One.
Get inside the mind of a 
hacker to uncover the gaps in 
your security defenses at each 
stage of a ransomware attack 
—before, during and after. 

When most think about ransomware preparedness, they tend to focus on the 
moment the attack hits. However, there are crucial steps organizations need to 
take before, during and after an attack to ensure they can bounce back – and 

storage platforms play an important role.

We teamed up with former “Black Hat” hacker, Hector Monsegur and Andy 
Stone, CTO, Americas for Pure Storage®, to uncover the motives for hackers 

today, and how these play out at each stage of an attack. 
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The Three Stages Of A 
Ransomware Attack

climb in average 
ransom demand in 
2021 to $2.2 million1.

of organizations hit by a 
successful ransomware 
attack in the last 12 months 
failed to recover all their 
data after paying a ransom4.

of organizations are 
concerned that their data 
backup copies could also 
become corrupted by 
ransomware attacks2.

Before they attack, hackers are on the 
lookout for easy targets – those with 
cyber insurance who are more likely 
to pay the ransom, and those with 
weaknesses in their attack surface so 
they can form a clear attack path. 

Stay head of attackers  
with a resilient architecture
With Pure FlashBlade®, you can run fast 
analytics on a consolidated data hub to 
detect hacker anomalies early, before a 
hacker encrypts and launches an attack.

Every minute your business is offline 
costs you money. A majority of 
businesses hit by ransomware took more 
than a month to recover from an attack3. 
That amount of time can be crippling.

Make every second count
When disaster strikes, bringing systems 
back online quickly and at scale is 
imperative. Pure FlashBlade//S™ provides 
petabyte-scale recovery that’s up to 3x 
faster than competitive offerings.

Once an intruder has gained access to 
a service or storage device, they begin 
encrypting your data, sending operations 
offline until you pay the ransom. However, 
paying doesn’t guarantee you’ll get your 
data back.  

Lock things down with  
immutable snapshots
While the intruder can still gain access and 
encrypt your data, Pure SafeMode™ locks 
and protects data, so they can’t be deleted, 
giving you peace of mind. 

1. Before

3. After

2. During 

See How Your 
Organization 
Measures Up.
Read the Hacker’s Guide to
Ransomware Mitigation 
and Recovery.

1, 3. start.paloaltonetworks.com/unit-42-ransomware-threat-report
2, 4. https://purestorage.com/resources/type-a/esg-long-road-ahead-

to-ransomware-preparedness.html
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Sample
Header
The header image must relate 
to the topic of the infographic. 
Please see the brand guidelines 
for information on image styles.

Always in Alignment
Always use a 700px wide, 12-column grid with 
20px of padding and consistent spacing. 

Breaking the grid is acceptable for visual impact.

Grid System

12 COLUMNS
40PX WIDE

When in Doubt, Go with Orange
Color

We have several color options in our palette. Secondary colors 
should be used sparingly and complement our primary Pure Orange. 
Be restrained and don’t make our brand look like a Fruit Loops box.

Use neutral colors for backgrounds and black for text. 
If you need a lighter grey, use tints of Pure Grey.

Pure Orange (Primary: 78% Usage)
HEX: #FE5000

Pure Violet (Secondary: 6% Usage)
HEX: #31174A

Pure Sea (Secondary: 6% Usage)
HEX: #00B2A9

Pure Yellow (Secondary: 3% Usage)
HEX: #FCDC4D

Pure Forest (Tertiary: 2% Usage)
HEX: #033401

Pure Saffron (Tertiary: 2% Usage)
HEX: #FD9627

Pure Charcoal (Tertiary: 2% Usage)
HEX: #384558

Pure Text Black (Neutral)
HEX: #000000

Pure Grey (Neutral)
HEX: #474747

Pure Grey 80% (Neutral)
HEX: #6C6C6C

'22: Pure Black (Neutral: Background)
HEX: #1C1C1C

Pure Grey 60% (Neutral)
HEX: #919191

Pure Grey 20% (Neutral)
HEX: #DADADA

Pure Grey 10% (Neutral)
HEX: #EDEDED

Pure Grey 40% (Neutral)
HEX: #B5B5B5

Pure Rose (Secondary: 5% Usage)
HEX: #D90368

Pure Canvas (Tertiary: Background)
HEX: #00B2A9

On light On orange

One Style to Rule Them All
Icons and illustrations should always use the Pure Storage iconography
style defined in our full icon library which is available on Bynder 
Please make sure to read the instructions before you use them.

On dark

Iconography and Illustrations

While the color, size, and shape of numerals may vary to fit 
your design, they should be consistent with these examples.

Bigger Is Better
Statistics

400
Global Customers

$8B
Brought to the Table 

Availability over two years, inclusive of 
maintenance, failures & generational upgrades.

99.9999%

Our foundational shapes are used to build containers for illustrations, photographs, 
or pops of color. These elements are meant to be used sparingly in the design. 
See the Pure Storage Brand Guidelines for more details. 

Hex Fill Hex Outline Hex Glow Hex Cropped Hex Pattern

Restraint Is Your Friend
Foundational Shapes

There are numerous ways to visualize the same data sets. Below are just a few. 
Remember the primary goal is to express data points in a visual and digestible way.

Mix It Up
Data Visualization

75%

75%

This is an example 
of a circle chart

This is an example 
of a bubble chart

This is an example 
of a dot matrix chart

75%
20%

5%

Learn more at:
purestorage.com/linkhere

All infographics should have a footer that includes the following: 
a CTA link, contact information, social links, Pure Storage logo, legal 
copy, and document number and date. In most cases, the footer 
should be “Pure Canvas” and follow the example to the right.

Wrap It up With a Bow
Footer
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